Five signs it’s time for a unified endpoint management solution

Use this checklist to help you determine if your organization is ready to benefit from unifying your endpoint management.
Your end users can't live without mobility, but your IT teams can't live with the complexity and security threats that come with delivering secure, anytime access. That's one of the earliest indicators it's time for a better way to manage apps and devices.

1. Your end users demand choice in their apps and devices
   Your users want the ability to move across multiple apps, devices, and networks, and seamlessly pick up right where they left off. A UEM combines traditional client management tools with Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM), so they can do just that. And, with a one-stop-shop for apps, your end users can browse, access, and download the tools they need from a single location.

2. Deploying and managing disparate apps across different endpoints is vexing your IT teams
   With different IT apps, devices, and software spread across your ecosystem, IT teams are left reeling trying to wrangle it all. But, with a top-performing UEM, managing multiple platforms including Windows 10, Mac, Android, Linux, or Chrome is simplified. Your teams can push new apps to all users at once and manage it all from a single console — in minutes, instead of hours or days.

3. You're unsure how to meet strict security requirements
   With the mix of personal and corporate data stored on bring-you-own (BYO) devices, securing them is no small task. A comprehensive UEM allows IT to easily separate sensitive corporate data from personal data — keeping private information secure and granting access on an as-needed basis. If devices are lost or stolen, you'll be able to wipe data remotely. And, you'll be able to oversee it all with intelligent analytics that helps you see unusual activity or detect unauthorized devices on your network.

4. You're concerned about delivering more SaaS apps securely
   A comprehensive UEM solution allows you to protect SaaS apps beyond just access security. Secure application data itself with capabilities such as watermarking, secure browser filtering, preventing cut, copy and paste.

5. IoT offers a lot of potential, but you can't figure out how to unleash it
   You know IoT could do wonders for your business, but you can't figure out how to integrate all your smart devices and connected technologies. A UEM solution will help you solve real business problems by assimilating your IoT — so you can focus on your business and logistics needs instead of managing your tools individually.
Simplify and unify your IT ecosystem

Our Citrix Workspace combines traditional client management tools with EMM to deliver you a robust, unified UEM solution. That means your organization can securely deploy, update, and manage administration and policies across hundreds — or even thousands — of devices at once. All from one, easy-to-use consolidated platform.

Find out more at Citrix.com/workspace.